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Madrid is probably the best city in Europe when it comes to museums. There are lots of museums in
the capital city of Spain. Another aspect is that there is a big variety of museums in Madrid that are
worth visiting. The museums of this city have the ability to amuse visitors having variety of interests.
One should have the list of museums of Madrid before visiting the city so that the selective
museums can be visited first. That helps in enjoying the tour more with proper planning especially in
short span of time. One of the best museums in the city is Paseo del Arte. Another one is named as
Palacio Real. Apart from that there are number of museums in the city that should be visited.

Most of the museums in the city are established in great architectural buildings. They not only
contain historical ornaments rather they have great auspicious appearances also which make them
more classical and appealing to the visitors.When it comes to painting museum then Museo
Nacional Del Prado is one of the leading ones. This museum has paintings from great Spanish
artists as well as from many international artists. Another great museum containing art collection
since nineteenth century till today is Museo Reina Sofia. Museo Thyssen Bornemisza is a classical
museum as it has works of great artists from the thirteenth century till the 20th century. Apart from
these famous museums there are many museums that should be visited in the city at convenience.
These include Museo Serrolla, Museo Naval, Museo Arqueologico, Museo Cerralbo and Museo Del
Traje.

There are thousands of objects in these museums that are unique and not available in the other
museums of the world. Apart from these there is sculpture museum, train museum, transportation
museum, bullfighting museum and various other kinds of museums in the villa huren spanje  that
are attractive for various people.Great thing about the art museums of Madrid is that they give a
chance to the visitors to imagine the circumstances in which some of the great art has been made
by the artists of various eras. Another good thing is that there are many museums that do not
charge anything from the visitors. Visitors can enter free of cost in such museums. Some of the
famous ones in this respect include Museo de San Isidro, Temple de Debod, Museo al Aire Libre
and Museo de San Isidro.
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Bettina Dustin - About Author:
Vacation in a vakantiehuis costa blanca, a villa huren spanje offers not only freedom goal but also
wide choice of home luxury holidays. And here you can read my blogs on a Bettina Dustin Blogs.
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